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A toolkit for climate predictions

FORECAST PREDICTION PROJECTIONDIAGNOSTIC

Progression from initial-value problems with weather forecasting 
at one end and multi-decadal to century projections as a forced 
boundary condition problem at the other, with climate prediction 
(sub-seasonal, seasonal and decadal) in the middle. Prediction 
involves initialization and systematic comparison with a 
simultaneous reference.



A toolkit for climate predictions

FORECAST PREDICTION PROJECTIONDIAGNOSTIC

The predictions are based in the initial conditions of the 

sea surface temperature, snow cover, soil condition or 

sea ice, which have a slow evolution that can range from 

few months to years.



Near term: A user’s view

Dessai and Bruno-Soares (2013)



An example: Users in the energy sector
Long-term user engagement has allowed identifying a number of 

decisions that could benefit from climate predictions

Energy producers: Resource management 

strategies

Energy traders: Resource effects on markets, 

Anticipate energy prices

Plant operators: Planning for maintenance 

works, especially offshore wind O&M

Plant investors: Anticipate cash flow, optimize 

return on investment

Grid operators: Anticipate hotter/colder seasons 

to schedule power plants to reinforce supply.



Near term: Sector readiness

In all sectors there are potential applications but in some sectors the decision 
making processes that would benefit from predictions are better defined.

Provided the added value of predictions is illustrated to the users.
From project deliverables of EUCP (D 6.4), PRIMAVERA (D11.6) and EUPORIAS (D12.3). Additional 
sectoral comments in user engagement by S2S4E, APPLICATE, MED-GOLD, HIATUS and VISCA.



Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S)

The Climate Data Store (CDS) provides a single point 
of access to a wide range of climate datasets, namely 
satellite and in-situ observations, reanalyses, seasonal 
forecasts and climate projections.
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Climate Service Tools

● MEDSCOPE R package is called CSTools

● Currently contains ~25 functions

● Should contain >30 functions upon completion

● Available on CRAN (R repository) since April 24th

● Second release: November 2019

● Further releases: Spring 2020 / Fall 2020

● License: Apache License 2.0
○ A permissive license whose main conditions require preservation of copyright and license notices. 

Contributors provide an express grant of patent rights. Licensed works, modifications, and larger 

works may be distributed under different terms and without source code.



Climate Service Tools

● Use VCS for development: MEDSCOPE Gitlab page
● Common procedure and conventions for adding new functions 

to the Medscope prototype.
● Documentation and development policy for the MEDSCOPE 

prototype
○ Roles

○ Workflow
○ Branching strategy

https://earth.bsc.es/gitlab/external/cstools
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mC0HD9VdcfY4I8gQCIihCaXs2yl9HXgTboT_bIory5s/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-ZtL_70Xdh5ELTQ_cY9ImMyWFQX21VmgciNY98AX-6c/edit


Introduction to CSTools
Basic functions

CST_Load

CST_Anomaly

CST_SaveExp

CST_SaveNC

s2dv_cube

as.s2dv_cube

Ploting functions
PlotMostLikelyQuantileMap

PlotForecastPDF

PlotCombinedMap

Correction
CST_BiasCorrection

CST_Calibration

CST_QuantileMapping

CST_BEI_Weighting

BEI_Weights

BEI_PDFBest*

CST_CategoricalEnsCombina

tion

Downscaling
CST_Analogs

CST_RainFARM

CST_RFSlope

CST_RFWeights

RainFARM

RFSlope

Evaluation
CST_MultivarRMSE

CST_MultiMetric

CST_MultiEOF

*BEI: Best Estimated Index



Method Equation Description Reference

Simple bias 

correction  

Based on the assumption that

both the reference and forecasted

distribution are well approximated

by a Gaussian distribution.

Calibration 

method

Variance inflation modifies the

predictions to have the same

inter-annual variance as the

reference dataset and corrects the

ensemble spread to improve the
reliability.

Doblas-Reyes et al. 
(2005) 

Leung et al. (1999)

Bias adjusted forecast

Original forecast

Ensemble mean

Forecast climatology 

Reference climatology

Forecast standard deviation 

Reference standard deviation

ρ

σe

correlation between the
ensemble mean forecast
and the observations

standard deviation of the
difference between the
ensemble members and
the ensemble mean

Bias adjustment methodologies



MultiMetric

This function calculates the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC),

the root mean square error (RMS) and the root mean square error

skill score (RMSSS) of individual models and multi-model ensemble

forecasts.

ACC of 2m temperature for 3 forecast system for JJA.



MultiMetric

This function calculates the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC),

the root mean square error (RMS) and the root mean square error

skill score (RMSSS) of individual models and multi-model ensemble

forecasts.

ACC of 2m temperature for 3 forecast system for JJA.

Which one is more skilful for my region?

Better to use the ensemble mean?



PlotCombinedMap

It can be used to identified the best model/forecast over a particular
region, as well as the particular level of skill over that region.

Spatial representation of the highest correlation values

for each grid point obtained for three different models -

GloSea5 (blue), ECMWF System 4 (red) and Météo-

France System 5 (yellow) seasonal forecasting systems

as well as the ensemble mean (MMM - grey) versus a

reference dataset.

Vignette available: https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/CSTools/vignettes/Mul
tiModelSkill_vignette.html



PlotMostLikelyQuantileMap

How will be 
the next 
month/season 
temperature?

Only areas with 
positive skill are 
shown

Summarising 
information in one map 
only

✔

✔

ECMWF S4 10-m wind speed seasonal forecast for DJF 2015 initialized the 1st of November. The most

likely wind speed category (below-normal, normal or above normal) and its percentage probability to

occur is shown. White areas show where the probability is less than 40 % and approximately equal for

all three categories. Grey areas show where the seasonal forecasts don’t improve the climatology.
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PlotForecastPDF

Extremes: 

prob. above P90

Tercile probabilities

and Most Likely 

Tercile

Three forecasts with 

different lead time

Observed value

Ensemble 

members

PDF from 

ensemble 

dressing



Multi-variable EOFs

EOF1 for u10 EOF1 for z500EOF1 for tas



EnsClustering

The method has been applied here to the new ECMWF seasonal 
forecasts (System 5) of 2m temperature in the Mediterranean 
area. 
Summer 2017.



EnsClustering
The 50 ensemble forecasts anomalies



RainFARM
Impact studies at a local scale, particularly in the water sector, may 
require a representation the unresolved small-scale structure of 
precipitation, in particular subgrid variability and precipitation 
extremes. Examples include studies on the impact of extreme rainfall, 
flood impacts in small basins and ecosystem studies.

30 km



RainFARM
Impact studies at a local scale, particularly in the water sector, may 
require a representation the unresolved small-scale structure of 
precipitation, in particular subgrid variability and precipitation 
extremes. Examples include studies on the impact of extreme rainfall, 
flood impacts in small basins and ecosystem studies.

Example of a daily 
precipitation field 
Downscaled with 
RainFARM

30 km 1 km



RainFARM stochastic precipitation downscaling

The RainFARM method belongs to the class of stochastic precipitation downscaling methods: 
it derives its only parameter from the original large-scale precipitation field and does not require further 
variables/information. It conserves precipitation at the scale of the original model.

RainFARM uses simple statistical properties of

large-scale field (shape of the power spectrum)

and generates small-scale rainfall fields

propagating this information to smaller scales in

Fourier space.

α Slope derived from P and 
propagated to smaller scales

Spatial Power spectrum of the 
rainfall field

- D'Onofrio, D.; Palazzi, E.; von Hardenberg, J., Provenzale A., Calmanti S.; 
Stochastic Rainfall Downscaling of Climate Models. J of Hydrometeorology 15 
(2), 830-843 (2014)

- N. Rebora, L. Ferraris, J. von Hardenberg, A. Provenzale , 2006; RainFARM: 
Rainfall  Downscaling by a Filtered Autoregressive Model. J. Hydrometeorology, 
7, 724-738 

The precipitation fields generated by stochastic procedures are 

consistent with the large-scale features imposed by the original 

precipitation fields, such as the total rainfall volume, and with the 

known statistical properties of precipitation at multiple scales.



A “perfect model” experiment
WRF precip, 0.04° res. (1979-2008, forced by ERA Interim)

WRF upscaled to 0.64°WRF at 0.04° (1979-2008)

RainFARM 
climatology

Downscaling
“standard”



A “perfect model” experiment
WRF precip. (1979-2008, forced by ERA Interim), 0.04° res. 

WRF upscaled to 0.64°WRF at 0.04° (1979-2008)

RainFARM 
climatology

Downscaling 
with orographic correction

Downscaling
“standard”

RMSE=0.86 mm/dayRMSE=0.27 mm/day



CST-Analogs
The analogs are days within the database which have a similar circulation  to the 
day of interest. The temperature (or precipitation) of the analogs  are then 
compared to the temperature (precipitation) of the day of interest

At least 2 variables: large scale (i.e. SLP) and local scale (i.e. temperature)

- No regional constraints  

- Resolution depends on obs/reanalyses

- Method of Yiou et al, 2013:

Min euclidean distance

and max correlation



What else?

• Function to improve NAO forecasts
• Quantile mapping function
• Calibration function
• Ensemble combination for probabilistic forecasts

In future release:

• Weather Regimes
• Statistical Model for Orographic Precipitation

• spatial distribution and intensity of precipitation over complex 
terrain

• ADAMONT
• hourly time series of temperature, precipitation, ...

• And more...



CSTools in R session
The CSTools R package v1.0.0 is published on CRAN (The 

Comprehensive R Archive Network).

You can use it in R

> install.packages(“CSTools”)

> library(CSTools)
Loading required package: maps

> ls("package:CSTools")

> ?PlotForecastPDF

Install it

Load it

List functions

Visualize documentation

*Only the first time



read files and return an object ‘s2dv_cube’

CST_Load

Getting Started



s2dv_cube

read files and return an object ‘s2dv_cube’

CST_Load

it is an object containing the data and metadata:

- $data an array with named dimensions 

- $lon a  vector 

- $lat a vector

- $Variable … for instance ‘tas’, ‘psl’,...

- $Datasets

- $Dates

- $source_files

- ...

Getting Started



s2dv_cube

read files and return an object ‘s2dv_cube’

CST_Load

it is an object containing the data and metadata:

- $data an array with named dimensions 

- $lon a  vector 

- $lat a vector

- $Variable … for instance ‘tas’, ‘psl’,...

- $Datasets

- $Dates

- $source_files

- ...

Getting Started

CST_Load is able to:

- load simultaneously experimental and observational data

- load monthly and daily data

- select a region

- select a period

- regrid data (it uses cdo internally)

- adjust the number of members loaded

- adjust the start dates, etc.



s2dv_cube

it is an object containing the data and metadata:

- $data an array with named dimensions 

- $lon a  vector 

- $lat a vector

- $Variable … for instance ‘tas’, ‘psl’,...

- $Datasets

- $Dates

- $source_files

- ...

Getting Started

read files and return an object ‘s2dv_cube’

CST_Load

… extra steps ...

CST_Anomaly

CST_Season

these intermediate steps will work on and 

return a ‘s2dv_cube’ object

CST_function1

CST_function2

CST_function3

Your CST function will work on a ‘s2dv_cube’ 

object and it can return a ‘s2dv_cube’ too



CST_Load 
loads temperature data

CST_Load 
loads precipitation data

checks for the users to 
follow the steps

Vignette is an instructive tutorial demonstrating practical uses of the software with discussion of the interpretation of the

results.



CST_Anomaly
cross validation option

Setting inputs 
for next step

checks to make sure 
everything is ok 

Vignette is an instructive tutorial demonstrating practical uses of the software with discussion of the interpretation of the

results.



CST_MultivarRMSE
cross validation option

Visualization

checks for the users to 
follow the steps

Vignette is an instructive tutorial demonstrating practical uses of the software with discussion of the interpretation of the

results.



Downscaling seasonal precipitation forecasts 
with RainFARM

A R vignette is available: 
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/CSTools/vignettes/RainFARM_vignette.html

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/CSTools/vignettes/RainFARM_vignette.html


CSTools on CRAN

.

Developing methodologies to extract usable information from predictions. We will produce tools for  prediction verification, 

calibration, downscaling, ensemble member combination and selection that will  be publicly released via a toolbox and 

shared among partners and users.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/CSTools/index.html



CSTools on CRAN

.

Developing methodologies to extract usable information from predictions. We will produce tools for  prediction verification, 

calibration, downscaling, ensemble member combination and selection that will  be publicly released via a toolbox and 

shared among partners and users.

Thank you for your attention!

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/CSTools/index.html


